Plant Connect

Production Data Anywhere.
Monitor Data via the Internet

The Plant Connect system allows scale production data to be monitored remotely over the Internet.

Subscription Service

Plant Connect is a subscription service so there are no upfront software or hardware costs. Single point of contact for full support on hardware, software, and Internet connectivity (including cellular connections).

Internet Data Storage

Plant Connect is entirely Internet based. No local PC is required. Scale data is automatically sent to a secure server via broadband or cellular internet connection.

Secure Access to Information from Anywhere

Plant Connect data is accessed from any Internet web browser. The system is compatible with iPhone, iPad, Android and other internet capable handheld devices. A secure username and password is required for access to the data.

Critical Production Reports

The reports allow the user to quickly correct inefficient production and keep track of inventory levels to properly meet market demands.
Production Data Anywhere.

Production Monitoring and Reports

- Securely Monitor Scale Data via the Internet.
- Easily Access Production Reports from Anywhere.
- Select Time Periods to View.
- Define Production Limits for Statistical Analysis.
- Export Charts in PDF Format.

- Track Start / End Times.
- Track Equipment Efficiency and Abuse.
- Track Down Time.
- Track Inventory Levels.
- Track Black Belt Time.

Call us: 815 625 5573